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Why Capital Markets Matter
Capital markets recognize and drive investment to the best ideas and enterprises. Coupled with the free flow of
capital, innovation is an integral component for supporting job creation, economic development and prosperity.
Markets facilitate investment from those who seek a return on their assets to those who need capital and credit to
grow.
Clients benefiting from robust and efficient capital markets include investors, both individual and institutional,
governments and corporations. Capital, raised through equity and debt, can be used to grow businesses, finance
investments in new plant, equipment and technology and fund infrastructure. This grows the economy and creates
jobs and wealth.
America’s capital markets are the strongest in the world, providing 72% of funding for economic activity in terms of
equity and debt financing of non-financial corporations.

This presentation, a companion to our Global Capital Markets & Financial Institutions Primer,
reviews the structure of the primary, secondary and post-trade markets.
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Overview
An Introduction to Capital Markets

OVERVIEW

From Creation to Trading
Capital markets are split into primary and secondary markets.
Capital markets include any marketplace where suppliers of capital (investors) and those who need capital

(companies) can buy and sell financial assets, such as stocks, bonds or other securities.
Primary markets are where securities are created (capital formation), i.e., where firms sell stock or bonds to
investors, for example through an initial public offering (IPO), to generate funds for operations or growth. Secondary
markets are where existing stocks and bonds are traded among investors, without the issuing companies'
involvement.
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OVERVIEW

Primary vs. Secondary Markets

Note: For primary markets, while the final offering price is fixed a day prior to the effective date, it will fluctuate during the
opening auction of the IPO as the exchange balances bids (offers to buy) and asks (offers to sell). Additionally, an issuer
may have follow-on offerings, or the subsequent issuance and sale of new shares of the same security.
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OVERVIEW

A Symbiotic Relationship
Primary and secondary markets are symbiotic in nature.
Primary markets enable issuers to raise capital and investors to own stakes in those issuers. At the same time,
investors utilize secondary markets to generate returns and manage risk.
Healthy secondary markets give issuers confidence their needs will be met at a good price level in primary markets,
and their cost of capital will be lower at issuance when there is a liquid secondary market. It is important to maintain
the robustness and efficiency of secondary markets to promote capital formation, and market making enables the
efficient flow of financial markets. Market makers stand ready to buy and sell securities at all times, thereby providing
the necessary liquidity for markets to function efficiently.
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OVERVIEW

The End of the Trade Lifecycle
The last phase of the trade lifecycle is post-trade operations, involving
clearing and settlement.
After a trade takes place, market infrastructure firms (clearing houses, central securities depositories) enable the
comparison of trade details, record-keeping processes, and transfers of securities and cash. The processes and
operations in this phase, as well as the market infrastructure firms executing these actions, make up the plumbing of
the capital markets.
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OVERVIEW

Market Participants
Capital markets connect users of capital with providers of capital. These relationships are facilitated by financial institutions.

Note: Different terminology may be used by different market participants; not a fully inclusive list
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Primary Markets
Where Securities Are Created

PRIMARY MARKETS

The Creation of Securities

Note: Equity: Owned capital = capital raised from issuance and primary sale of stocks that is owned by the issuer. Fixed
income: Capital raised is borrowed by the issuer; returns may include potential price appreciation as investors get a claim
on certain assets or residual earnings in the event of a default (even if they do not receive an ownership interest in the
issuer). Securitized Products: MBS = mortgage-backed security, ABS = asset-backed security; issuer is typically a special
purpose vehicle set up by the sponsor/securitizer
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PRIMARY MARKETS

What Is Capital Formation?
Companies may need capital for various business purposes – for instance, earlier stage companies need additional
capital to grow to the next stage in the business life cycle, companies need capital to expand organically or via
acquisition (product or regional diversification).
Firms have several ways they can acquire capital. One example is an initial public offering (IPO), during which a
private company raises capital by offering its common stock (equity) to the public in the primary markets for the first
time. Securities are issued at an established price, and the process is facilitated by investment banks acting as
financial intermediaries. Shares then continue to trade between investors in the secondary market on exchanges or
other trading venues.

Why do companies
need capital?
• Invest in organic growth
and expansion plans,
including hiring employees
to achieve strategic
objectives
• Fund mergers and
acquisitions
• Finance operations
• Pay down existing debt

How do companies
acquire capital?
• Issue equity
• Generate cash flow from
operations
• Obtain bank loans, lines of
credit; issue debt or
commercial paper
• Divest assets
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PRIMARY MARKETS

The IPO Process
Underwriting is the process during which investment banks (the underwriters) act as intermediaries by connecting the
issuing company (issuer) with investors to assist the issuer in selling its initial set of public shares. The underwriters
will work with the issuer to determine what the IPO should look like and the best time to bring the deal to the market,
based on the process shown below.

Note: This is a general description, and timing can vary by deal. Firms may use different procedures or terminology. *The research analysts’ due diligence and launch
of coverage is performed separately from the work by the investment banking team.
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PRIMARY MARKETS

Other Types of Capital Raises
In addition to IPOs, companies have other avenues to raise capital, including:
Secondary Offerings (or follow-ons): Sale of new or closely held shares by a company that has already IPOd. A

non-dilutive offering is when one or more major shareholders sell all or a large portion of their holdings; proceeds
from this sale are paid to the selling shareholders. A dilutive offering involves creating new shares and offering them
for sale to the public; proceeds go to the company.
Shelf Offerings (or shelf registrations): An SEC provision (Rule 415) allowing equity issuers to register new issues of
securities without having to sell the entire issue at once, instead selling portions of the issue over a three-year period

without re-registering the security or incurring penalties.
Convertibles: Convertibles are securities, usually bonds or preferred shares, that can be converted into common
stock. They are not classified as debt or equity, rather a hybrid security possessing cash flow features of both stocks
and bonds. For example, convertible bonds allow bondholders to convert their creditor position to that of an equity
holder at an agreed-upon price.
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PRIMARY MARKETS

Types of Corporate Actions
As an asset owner, investors should be aware of the various types of corporate actions affecting their ownership or
stake in the corporation. A corporate action is any activity that brings material change to an organization and impacts its
stakeholders. Most events require board of directors’ approval, and shareholders may be permitted to vote on some
events as well. Types of corporate actions include:
• Cash Dividend: Distribution of a company's earnings to a specified class of shareholders; the dividend per share
(DPS) payable on the ex-dividend date must be approved by the board
• Distributions-in-Kind: Payments made in an alternative format, such as property or stock, instead of cash
• Stock Split: Number of outstanding shares is increased by a specified multiple, while the share price is decreased
by the same multiple; used by a company to decrease its stock price and potentially increase its investor base
• Reverse Split: Number of outstanding shares is decreased by a specified multiple, while the share price is increased
by the same multiple; used by a company to increase its stock price and potentially decrease its investor base
• Rights Issue: Offering of additional or new shares only to current shareholders, who are given the right to purchase
or receive these shares before they are offered to the public; typically takes place in the form of a stock split
• Voting Rights: Right of a shareholder to vote (typically by proxy) on matters of corporate strategy, capital distribution
or other corporate actions (ex: M&A); the number of votes corresponds to the number of shares held
Note: For voting rights, there can be structures where some shareholders (ex: founders) have super voting rights, or greater proportional voting rights compared to
other series or classes of stock.
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PRIMARY MARKETS

Types of Corporate Actions

(cont.)

Additional types of corporate actions include:
• Redemptions: Repayment of a fixed-income security (preferred stock, bond) on or before its maturity date, or paying
out mutual fund investors for all or part of their shares (minus fees). May trigger capital gains or losses.
• Calls: Some bonds or other securities have an embedded call provision that allows the issuer to redeem the security by
a specified date at a set price. Calls create reinvestment risk for investors (yet compensated by a call premium).

• Tender Offer: Public offer to buy all or some of shareholders' shares or securities at a premium to market price,
typically associated with a takeover attempt.
• Conversion/Exchange: Bond issuers may give the holder the option to convert/exchange the security; ex: convertible
bonds may be exchanged for a predetermined number of shares in the issuing company at a set conversion ratio.
• Principal: Amount of money owed by the borrower (corporation, government entity), excluding any added charges, or
the amount of money an investor will receive at the end of the deal terms on the bond or loan
• Interest: Fixed charge (percentage rate payable on the principal balance) the borrower pays for borrowing and the
investor receives for lending the money
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PRIMARY MARKETS

Types of Stakeholders
A stakeholder is an individual, group, or party that has an interest in an organization and the outcomes of its
actions. Stakeholders’ interests can vary – financial returns, employment stability, product quality, ESG concerns,
etc. – causing companies to face trade-offs trying to please all groups.

Shareholders
Bondholders
Creditors
Unions

Credit Rating
Agencies

Activist Groups

Bond Insurance
Providers

Business Support
Groups

Stakeholders

Governments
Owners
Communities
Employees
General Public

Customers
Suppliers
ESG = environmental, social and corporate governance
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Secondary Markets
Where Securities Are Traded

SECONDARY MARKETS

Types of Trading

Note: Characterizing trading as frequent or infrequent are generalizations for the groups; different products within
each group may trade more or less frequently than others. OTC – Bilateral: CUSIP = Committee on Uniform Security
Identification Procedures nine-digit, alphanumeric security identifier. Riskless principal transaction is where a broker
who has received a customer order immediately executes an identical order in the market to fill that order.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Types of Products

Note: Securities: ETF = exchange-traded funds are a subcategory of exchange-traded products (ETPs), or pooled
investment vehicles holding an underlying basket of securities. The other subcategory is exchange-traded notes (ETNs),
which differ from ETFs in that they are structured products issued as senior unsecured debt notes and backed by the
creditworthiness of their issuer. i.e. they have credit risk. ETFs and ETNs are traded on exchanges. We separate out
multi-listed options from other options (detailed on the next slide) to refer to the single-stock (equity) options contracts
which are traded on multiple exchanges with the same contract terms vs. many derivatives exchanges have proprietary
contracts traded only on their exchange; some OTC products, such as bonds, are increasingly being traded on
electronic trading platforms
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Types of Products (cont.)

Note: For derivatives contracts where you are the counterparty responsible for delivery of the security to close out the
position on contract date, you often must first buy that security in the market. Options: Can include bilateral contracts
between sophisticated counterparties or contracts traded on an exchange.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Investment Fund Products
An investment fund – mutual fund, exchange-traded fund, hedge fund, money market funds – is essentially a portfolio of
stocks, bonds or other assets. It is a supply of capital often belonging to multiple investors* used to purchase securities,
providing a broader selection of investments, greater management expertise, and lower investment fees than investors
might be able to obtain on their own. While each investor retains ownership and control of his own shares, they do not
make decisions about how a fund's assets are invested. A fund manager decides which securities to hold in what
quantities and when to buy/sell securities, typically tracking an index. Funds can be used for direct investments or in
retirement accounts, where the investor originally selects the funds and then each regular contribution automatically
goes into those selected funds. Some examples of fund styles include:
• Asset Class: Equities, fixed income, commodities, currency or alternatives
• Region: Domestic securities only; international securities; country specific (U.S., Australia, U.K.); or regional
groupings (developed, emerging, BRICs)
• Sectors/Groups/Industries: Financials, healthcare, retail, infrastructure, merger arbitrage, trend following,
environment, artificial intelligence, etc.
• Investment Style: Broad market; market cap (large, mid, small); high dividend yield; smart beta (rules-based
strategies aiming to deliver better risk-adjusted returns than traditional market-cap-weighted indexes); etc.
• Open- vs. Closed-End: Open-end funds issue/retire shares as investors add/redeem money to the pool (priced at
the end of the trading day based on net asset value/NAV); closed-end funds issue a fixed number of shares and trade
on an exchange (potentially at a premium or a discount to NAV)
*Some funds represent single entities or persons, such as separate accounts, family offices, etc.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Why Market Structure Matters
Market structure matters as it can drive liquidity and impact costs to trade. Market participants, therefore, continually
strive to create the most efficient markets (high liquidity, low trade costs). This includes adapting new technologies to
achieve operational efficiencies, searching for new ways to transact and, generally, sculpting market structure to
maximize efficiencies, minimize risks and provide liquidity.
Market liquidity is important as it impacts returns to investors. Higher spreads lead to higher transaction costs which
cut into an investor’s return. Lower liquidity can also increase the cost of capital raising for corporations and
governments. The total cost of a trade can be broken out into explicit and implicit costs.

Trade Cost =

ƒ (explicit costs + implicit costs)

• Explicit: Commissions, market access fees, market making fees, clearing and settlement costs, taxes, etc.
• Implicit: Bid-ask spreads, opportunity cost (time to fill order, percent of order filled), price impact of a trade (trade
price deviates from current market price as a result of the trade), etc.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

US Equity Markets
The U.S. equity markets continue to be among the deepest, most liquid and most efficient in the world, with
investors enjoying narrow spreads, low transaction costs and fast execution speeds. There is also plenty of
opportunity for price improvement, especially for retail investors.
Today, we have 16 exchanges (predominantly under three main parent groups), 32 equity alternative trading
systems (ATS) and 6 OTC venues. Different parent exchange groups set up different exchanges to serve the
various needs of end users, mainly based on pricing model (each individual exchange must be approved by and
registered with the SEC).

32 Equity
ATS

16
Exchanges

6 OTC Venues

Source: FINRA (as of 4Q20)
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Equity Order Routing
Order routing is the process by which an order goes from the end user to execution. Firms have built technologies
to address market fragmentation and identify hidden liquidity, as market participants search for smart order routing
paths to achieve best execution (best ex) of trades while minimizing market impact.

Exchanges

Market Makers
Investor

Broker

and other
Liquidity Providers

ATS

Note: ATS = alternative trading system
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Equity Exchanges
Intercontinental
Exchange
(ICE)

Nasdaq
(NDAQ)

Cboe Global
Markets
(CBOE)

Investors
Exchange
(IEX)

New York Stock
Exchange

Nasdaq Stock
Market

Cboe BZX

Members
Exchange
(MEMX)

NYSE Arca

Nasdaq BX

Cboe EDGX

Long-Term
Stock Exchange
(LTSE)

NYSE National

Nasdaq PHLX

Cboe BYX

MIAX
PEARL

NYSE Chicago

Cboe EDGA

NYSE American
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SECONDARY MARKETS

US Multi-Listed Options Markets
An option is a contract to buy or sell an underlying security

In bull markets, the investor expects the price of

at a specified price on or before a given date. Options

the underlying to increase but also wants to limit

provide flexibility and risk management opportunities,

risk. An example of this strategy would be a

enabling an investor to tailor their portfolio to investment

long call option (buy a call):

objectives and market environment, including:
Long Call

• Protect from a decline in stock prices
• Generate income against stock holdings in your portfolio

Profit

+
Unlimited Profit
Potential

• Arrange to buy a stock at a set lower price in the future
Strike Price

• Position the portfolio for expected market moves, even if
direction of the move is unpredictable

(X)
Limited Loss
Potential

Stock Price (P)

• Protect against sudden market movements/reversals
• Boost portfolio returns without the costs or capital outlay
of buying the individual stock

Breakeven Point
Loss

Note: Strike – set price at which the options contract is exercised. Exercise –
to put into effect the right specified in a contract, ex: the owner of a call/put
may buy/sell the underlying stock. Stock price – price of the underlying stock
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CAPITAL MARKETS PRIMER

Multi-Listed Options Exchanges
Cboe
Global Markets
(CBOE)

Nasdaq
(NDAQ)

Intercontinental
Exchange
(ICE)

Miami Int'l
Securities Ex
(MIAX)

Cboe

Nasdaq PHLX

NYSE ARCA

MIAX

Cboe BZX

Nasdaq

NYSE American

MIAX PEARL

Cboe C2

Nasdaq ISE

Cboe EDGX

Nasdaq GEMX

BOX
Options
Exchange

MIAX Emerald

Nasdaq MRX

Nasdaq BX
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SECONDARY MARKETS

US Fixed Income Markets
Fixed income products do not necessarily trade on exchanges and are not 100% fungible, as with cash equities.
Recently issued securities often dominate secondary market trading volumes, acting as an important part of price
discovery for markets. We have seen a transformation in fixed income markets since the global financial crisis,
historically bilateral and performed by banks, as trading moves increasingly to electronic trading platforms in many
asset classes.
US FI Outstanding

Another noteworthy factor in fixed income market structure is the
use of primary dealers. These firms act as trading counterparties
to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, similar to the market
making role in equities. Primary dealers play a crucial role in

Agency
3.3%

ABS
3.0%

MM
1.9%

Munis
7.8%
UST
41.2%

open market operations, which supports the implementation of
U.S. monetary policy, actively bidding in all Treasury auctions

Corporates
20.7%

at reasonably competitive prices. Dealers' actions as efficient
market makers results in a low-debt cost to U.S. taxpayers.

MBS
22.0%
Source: : Refinitiv, Bloomberg, Federal Reserve, US
Agencies, US Treasury, SIFMA estimates (as of 4Q20)
Note: UST = US Treasuries; MBS = mortgage-backed
securities; Corporates = corporate bonds; Munis =
municipal securities; agency = federal agency securities
(ex: Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac); ABS = asset-backed
securities; MM = money markets
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Electronification of Markets
As technological advances and market structure evolved over time, markets and products began the electronification
journey from bilateral to exchange traded, predominantly in search of liquidity. The electronification of markets
indicates the increasing percentage of trading performed on electronic trading platforms (ETPs). Platforms differ by
trade protocols and types of end users, and counterparties may be matched in the negotiation or execution stages.
Counterparty identities may not be known depending on trading venue and product traded.
Historical OTC Markets

IDB
(voice)

Dealer

Dealer

Electronification of Markets

Voice
Broker

Inter-Dealer
Platform

Dealer

Dealer

Principal
Trading Firms

D2D
Market

Clients
SDP

MDP
D2C
Market

Clients
Note: Visual is representative of a fixed income trading platform. IDB = inter-dealer broker = financial intermediary facilitating transactions between investment
banks, broker-dealers, and other large financial institutions (formerly called voice brokers when transactions took place over phones); SDP = single-dealer
platform; MDP = multi-dealer platform; D2D = dealer-to-dealer, dealers trade amongst each other; D2C = dealer-to-client, dealers trade with institutional clients
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Fixed Income Trading Platforms
US Treasuries:
D2C

US Treasuries:
D2D

Corporates:
D2C

Corporates:
D2D

Corporates:
Retail*

Bloomberg

Tradeweb
Dealerweb

Bloomberg

Tradeweb

Tradeweb

Tradeweb

BGCP
FENICS

Tradeweb

BGCP

ICE Bonds*

MarketAxess
Rates*

MarketAxess

TP ICAP

CME
BrokerTec

Trumid

Nasdaq
eSpeed*
*Note: D2D = dealer-to-dealer, D2C = dealer-to-client. While we have separated D2D and D2C, lines are blurring with all-to-all trading (buy-side and sell-side
liquidity) continuing to grow. MarketAxess Rates includes LiquidityEdge acquisition. ICE Bonds includes BondPoint, TMC Bonds acquisitions. In February
2021, Tradeweb announced it entered a definitive agreement to acquire Nasdaq’s eSpeed; at the time of this report, the deal had not closed. Retail can be
referred to as retail/click-to-trade; there is some institutional activity on these platforms albeit minimal. Different firms may use different terminology or
segment platforms differently.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

The Role of Repo Markets
A repurchase agreement (repo) is a financial transaction in which one party sells an asset to another party with a
promise to repurchase the asset at a pre-specified date (a reverse repo is the same transaction seen from the
perspective of the security buyer). Repos can be overnight (duration one day) or term (duration up to one year; while
some are up to two years, the majority are three months or less).
Bilateral Repo
Cash Investors:

$

Hedge Funds, Asset
Managers, Others

Securities

Securities
Dealers

The repo market enables market participants to provide
collateralized loans to one another, and financial
institutions predominantly use repos to manage shortterm fluctuations in cash holdings, rather than general

$

Securities

Primer Services Clients,
Hedge Funds, Others

Tri-Party Repo
Cash Investors:

Securities
Dealers

Money Market Mutual
Funds, Securities
Lenders, Others

balance sheet funding. Repos aid secondary market
liquidity for the cash markets (for example, UST),
allowing dealers to act as market makers in a very
efficient manner.

Clearing
Banks
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SECONDARY MARKETS

The Role of Securities Lending
Securities lending (sec lending), generally facilitated between institutional market participants not retail investors, is
the practice of loaning stocks or other securities to investors, requiring the borrower to put up collateral (cash,
securities). When a security is loaned, the title and the ownership are transferred to the borrower, including voting
rights. The clearing broker charges loan fees and interest to the client for this service, based on how difficult it is to
locate the securities to borrow – the scarcer the supply, the higher the costs. The lender of securities receives a
rebate. Borrowers provide at least 100% of the security's value as collateral, based on volatility and other factors,
with the minimum initial collateral at least 102% of market value (plus accrued interest for debt securities).
Securities lending provides liquidity to markets, generates additional interest
income for long-term holders of the securities and enables short-selling.
Securities Lending Example:
An investor expects the price of a stock to fall from $100 (P0) to $75 (Pe)
in the near term. To make a profit, he/she:
• Step #1 – borrows 50 shares at P0 and sells them for $5,000

• Step #2 –
– Expected – purchases 50 shares at Pe for $3,750; profit = $1,250
– Actual – the price increases instead; purchases 50 shares at
P1 for $6,250, loss = $1,250

Stock Prices
P0

$

100

Pe

$

75

P1
Transactions:
Step 1
# Shares
Notional Sold

$
125
Projected

$

50
5,000

Actual

$

50
5,000

Step 2
# Shares
50
50
Notional Bought $ (3,750) $ (6,250)
Profit/(Loss)

$

1,250

$ (1,250)
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SECONDARY MARKETS

The Role of Short Selling
Many factors come into play in investment decisions, such as current stock price, fundamental valuation, economic
factors, comparison to other companies in its sector and the market to name a few.* Once analyzing the investment
in a stock, investors have the option to buy (go long) or sell (short) a stock.
• Long Position: An investor buys and owns shares of stock. Investors take long positions when they expect the
stock price to rise in the future.
• Short Position: An investor sells stocks which they do not own. Investors take short positions when they expect
the stock price to decline in the future.
When short selling, investors borrow stocks today to make the trade, with the obligation to buyback the borrowed
stocks in the future to return the borrowed shares. Short sellers believe the stock is currently overvalued, and
analysis indicates the price should decline to move in line with the fundamentals. If accurate, they can buyback the
stock at a lower price, making a profit on the price differential. However, if the thesis is wrong, short sellers are left
open to short squeezes. The stock price increases, forcing them to buyback the stock at a higher price. This creates
additional upward pressure on the price, as well as increasing liquidity needed to cover short positions.

In general, short selling can improve market quality by contributing to price
efficiency, increasing liquidity, and enhancing corporate governance.

*Stock selection and trade direction can also include technical analysis, which identifies opportunities by analyzing statistical trends gathered from trading activity,
like price movements and volumes.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

The Role of Collateral
Margin Trade: If an investor wants to borrow money from a broker to buy shares, he must have a margin account
rather than a standard brokerage account. In this account, a broker lends the investor money to buy more securities
than they could otherwise buy based on their account balance. Margin is the money borrowed to complete the
transaction, calculated as the difference between the total value of securities in the account and the amount borrowed.
Collateral: Buying securities on margin can be described as using the cash and securities in your account as
collateral for a loan. While trading on margin enables the borrower to increase the number of shares it can buy and
therefore the potential profit, it also increase the risks. If the shares decrease in value, the broker requires payment of
the difference (loss) in value. The balance in the investor's account serves as collateral should they fail to cover this
loss. Collateral is essentially an insurance policy for the lender.
Margin Call: When the value of an investor's margin account falls below the broker's required amount, the broker will
require the investor to deposit additional money or securities into the account to bring it up to the maintenance margin
level. At this time, the investor must deposit more money/securities or sell some of the securities held in the account.
Types of Collateral: Collateral can come in many forms, with the most common being cash and government
securities*, the most liquid of financial assets. Other forms of securities – agency MBS, letters of credit, corporate
bonds, equities, etc. – may also be used as collateral, dependent on the type of product traded and type of trading
account.
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SECONDARY MARKETS

Best Execution
In general, best execution rules require broker-dealers to use reasonable diligence to ascertain the most favorable
terms for execution of customers’ orders given current market conditions. To comply with this requirement, absent an
order-by-order review, broker-dealers must perform regular and rigorous reviews of execution quality and periodically
assess which competing markets, market makers or alternative trading systems offer the most favorable terms of
execution. This best execution obligation complements fair pricing rules in some market segments.
Key factors broker-dealers consider when executing customer orders include but are not limited to the price obtained,
speed of execution, transaction costs, likelihood of full trade execution and customer needs and expectations. Brokers
must evaluate these characteristics when choosing how to route equity, options or bond orders for execution. If
broker-dealers receive order-routing inducement, such as payment for order flow, or trade as principal with customer
orders, it must not let those factors interfere with their duty of best execution.
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Post-Trade Operations
Where Securities Are Cleared & Settled

POST-TRADE OPERATIONS

The Lifecycle of a Trade
The lifecycle of a trade begins with execution, the buying and selling of securities. It then moves into the clearing
phase. Clearing houses have members (or participants) consisting of clearing brokers, typically a broker-dealer firm,
that act as liaisons between investors and clearing houses to ensure trades are completed and recorded*.
Once entering the clearing phase of the trade lifecycle, counterparty risk is introduced. Values of the security (or the
underlying asset with derivatives) can fluctuate between trade and settlement dates. Trades submitted to the clearing
house are netted – offsetting the value of multiple positions or payments to be exchanged between counterparties among members to reduce risk. During this phase, it is important to manage risk of price fluctuations or a
counterparty default (when a member is unable to fulfill its obligations). Margin payment obligations are calculated to
reflect security price movements, and net cash flows are exchanged across counterparties.
The trade is then closed out at settlement* when the ownership of securities is transferred.

Execution

Clearing

Settlement

(Buy/Sell Securities)

(Margin, Cash Flows)

(Close Out)

Counterparty Risk
*Note: Clearing brokers handle buy and sell orders, maintain custody of account owners' securities and manage the trade and clearing record
keeping. Settlement conventions vary by product, ex: T+2 (trade date + 2 days) for cash equities. A counterparty is the other side of a trade
(pairing buyers and sellers), and every trade must have a counterparty to complete the transaction. When trading on an exchange or electronic
trading platform, counterparty identities are typically not known.
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POST-TRADE OPERATIONS

Clearing Up Counterparty Risk
A clearing house or central counterparty clearing

Counterparty A

house (CCP) bridges the gap between
counterparties, becoming the buyer to every

Counterparty F

Counterparty B

Counterparty E

Counterparty C

seller and the seller to every buyer.
With the introduction of a CCP, the original
bilateral trades are novated (replacing an
Counterparty D

obligation to perform with a new obligation) to the
CCP, creating separate trades between each

counterparty (clearing members), and the CCP.
The CCP guarantees the trades and becomes

Counterparty A

responsible for managing cash flows until
settlement, thereby taking on the counterparty

Counterparty B

Counterparty F

risk of a trade. This procedure also increases the
CCP

efficiency of the post-trade process by netting to
aggregate the many trades carried out by clearing

Counterparty C

Counterparty E

members themselves or on behalf of their clients.
Counterparty D
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POST-TRADE OPERATIONS

Risk Management Tools
A CCP’s first line of defense is clearing membership access and

monitoring. Rules for members are contractual obligations (ex: capital

DTCC Example Waterfall
Clearing/Participant Fund - Defaulter*

requirements), and should a member default on its obligations, a
Skin-in-the-Game**

The second line of defense is the default management process, the
waterfall, composed of substantial pre-funded initial margin, or
Clearing/Participant Fund - Non Defaulters

clearing fund contributions in the DTCC example, as the first-loss
stage (CCPs can also require margin add-ons to mitigate member
specific exposures). Should a defaulting member’s initial
margin/clearing funds not be enough to cover losses, the CCP moves

Assessment Powers

into the other layers of the waterfall to manage the default.

CCPs also have liquidity facilities to manage operational liquidity
demands in the event of a clearing member default.
Of note, during the Lehman Brothers default in 2008 no major CCP
breached the initial margin bucket, and no non-defaulting clearing
member or CCP experienced a loss.

Note: *includes variation margin; **25% of retained earnings
This is a sample waterfall at DTCC = The Depository Trust &
Clearing Corporation which includes the National Securities
Clearing Corporation (NSCC; CCP for U.S. equities and
more), Fixed Income Clearing Corporation (FICC; CCP for
government securities, repo and MBS), and The Depository
Trust Company (DTC; the central securities depository in the
U.S. for equities and more). There are many other CCPs,
such as CME (derivatives), Intercontinental Exchange (ICE;
derivatives, credit), Options Clearing Corporation (OCC; CCP
for U.S. equity options and more), etc.
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<<<---Liquidity Facility--->>>

Cross-Guaranty Agreements

CCP has contractual rights to stop clearing for that member.

POST-TRADE OPERATIONS

The Role of Margin at a CCP
The focus of the waterfall is on margining, setting margin levels to cover all potential losses in the event of a clearing

member default. Margin mitigates counterparty risk to the CCP by creating an incentive for clearing members to limit
excessive risk in their open positions, as they must pay for that risk via increased margin (margin add-ons). Margin is
based on transaction volumes, volatility, types of products cleared and the risk of both the clearing member’s house
account and its clients’ portfolios, as well as the clearing member’s own financial and operational risk.
Margining occurs in two stages:
• Initial – Original balance to guarantee contract fulfillment, based on exposures of each clearing member’s portfolio;
accepted in cash or other liquid, low-risk securities (ex: U.S. Treasuries), with appropriate haircuts set by the CCP
• Variation – Based on changes in market values of open exposures and posted collateral, calculated by the CCP at
least daily if not on an intraday basis; the net amount owed to the CCP is collected (typically in cash) to maintain the
required initial margin balance
Margin is calculated in a way to cover the following credit exposures should a clearing member default:
• Current – The immediate loss a CCP would face, calculated as the larger of zero or the market value (replacement
cost) of a clearing member’s netted portfolio
• Potential Future – Exposure of a clearing member’s open positions, measuring market value fluctuations between
current market price and the time to liquidate or hedge the portfolio in a default (margin period of risk/MPR)
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Settlement – Closing Time
Trade settlement is a two-way process which comes in the final stage of the lifecycle of a trade. Once the buyer
receives the securities and the seller receives payment, the trade is said to be settled. The official trade happens on
the trade date (T), and the settlement date is when the final ownership is transferred, for example T+2* in U.S.
equities (timing varies across asset classes). Key players in this phase of the trade lifecycle include:
Custodian: A financial institution that holds customers' securities (whether in electronic or physical form) for

safekeeping to prevent them from being lost or stolen. Most custodians offer related services such as account
administration, collection of dividends and interest payments, tax support, and foreign exchange management.
Investment advisers are required to arrange for a custodian for assets they manage on behalf of their clients.
Central Securities Depository (CSD): A market infrastructure firm that provides securities accounts, a securities
settlement system and custody services to market participants. CSDs hold securities, such as stock shares, either in

certificated or uncertificated (dematerialized) form. This enables ownership to be electronically transferred through a
book entry process rather than the transfer of physical certificates, i.e. straight-through processing.

Trade Date
(T)

...confirmation...
calculation...
transfer...
record keeping...

Settlement Date
(T+2)

*Settlement time could be extended if there are fails, which occur when a buyer fails to deliver funds or a seller fails to deliver an asset by the
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settlement date. Common reasons for fails include the inability to pay, not owning the asset to deliver or mismatching/late/missing trade information.

Appendix

APPENDIX

Terms To Know
ADV
Algo
ATS
Best Ex
BPS
CLOB
D2C
D2D
Dark Pool
ECN
ETP
HFT
IDB
IOI
MM
OTC
SI

Average Daily Trading Volume
Algorithm (algorithmic trading)
Alternative Trading System
Best Execution
Basis Points
Central Limit Order Book
Dealer-to-Client
Dealer-to-Dealer
Private trading venues, not accessible by the public
Electronic Communication Network
Electronic Trading Platforms
High-Frequency Trading
Inter-Dealer Broker
Indication of Interest
Market Maker
Over-the-Counter
Systematic Internaliser

Bid
Ask, Offer
Spread
NBBO
Locked Market
Crossed Market
Opening Cross
Closing Cross

An offer made to buy a security
The price a seller is willing to accept for a security
The difference between the bid and ask price prices for a security, an indicator of supply (ask) and demand (bid)
National Best Bid and Offer
A market is locked if the bid price equals the ask price
A bid is entered higher than the offer or an offer is entered lower than the bid
To determine the opening price of a stock, accumulating all buy and sell interest a few minutes before the market open
To determine the closing price of a stock, accumulating all buy and sell interest a few minutes before the market close

Order Types
AON
Block
Day
FOK
Limit
Market
Stop

All or none; an order to buy or sell a stock that must be executed in its entirety, or not executed at all
Trades with at least 10,000 shares in the order
Order is good only for that trading day, else cancelled
Fill or kill; must be filled immediately and in its entirety or not at all
An order to buy or sell a security at a specific price or better
An order to buy or sell a security immediately; guarantees execution but not the execution price
(or stop-loss) An order to buy or sell a stock once the price of the stock reaches the specified price, known as the stop price

Investors
Institutional
Individual

Asset managers, endowments, pension plans, foundations, mutual funds, hedge funds, family offices, insurance companies,
banks, etc.; fewer protective regulations as assumed to be more knowledgeable and better able to protect themselves
Self-directed or advised investing
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Terms To Know
EMS
EMSAC
NMS
Reg NMS
SIP
PFOF
Tick Size

Equity Market Structure
Equity Market Structure Advisory Committee
National Market System
Regulation National Market System
Security Information Processor; aggregates all exchange’s best quotes, sent back out to the market in one data stream
Payment For Order Flow
Minimum price movement of a trading instrument

AP
AUM
PCF
NAV
IIV
ETF
ETP
MF
OEF
CEF
UIT

Authorized Participant
Assets Under Management
Portfolio Composition File
Net Asset Value
Intraday Indicative Value
Exchange-Traded Fund
Exchange-Traded Product
Mutual Fund
Open-End Fund
Closed-End Fund
Unit Investment Trust

Call
Put
Holder
Writer
American
European
Exercise
Underlying
Expiration
Stock Price
Strike Price
Premium
Time Decay
Intrinsic Value
Time Value
In-the-Money
At-the Money
Out-of-the-Money

The right to buy the underlying security, on or before expiration
The right to sell the underlying security, on or before expiration
The buyer of the contract
The seller of the contract
Option may be exercised on any trading day on or before expiration
Option may only be exercised on expiration
To put into effect the right specified in a contract
The instrument on which the options contract is based; the asset/security being bought or sold upon exercise notification
The set date at which the options contract ends, or ceases to exist, or the last day it can be traded
The price at which the underlying stock is trading, fluctuates continuously
The set price at which the options contract is exercised, or acted upon
The price the option contract trades at, or the purchase price, which fluctuates constantly
The time value portion of an option’s premium decreases as time passes; the longer the option’s life, the greater the probability the option will move in the money
The in-the-money portion of an option's premium
(Extrinsic value) The option premium (price) of the option minus intrinsic value; assigned by external factors (passage of time, volatility, interest rates, dividends, etc.)
For a call option, when the stock price is greater than the strike price; reversed for put options
Stock price is identical to the strike price; the option has no intrinsic value
For a call option, when the stock price is less than the strike price; reversed for put options
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Terms To Know
CUSIP
FICC
FI
FIMSAC
TRS

Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures; a nine character security identifier
Fixed Income, Currencies and Commodities
Fixed Income
Fixed Income Market Structure Advisory Committee
Total Return Swap

FAMC
FCS
FHLB
FHLMC
FNMA
GNMA
TVA

Farmer Mac/Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corporation
Farm Credit System
Federal Home Loan Banks
Freddie Mac/Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
Fannie Mae/Federal National Mortgage Association
Ginnie Mae/Government National Mortgage Association
Tennessee Valley Authority

CD
CDO
CP
ABCP
MMF

Certificate of Deposit
Collateralized Debt Obligation
Commercial Paper
Asset-Backed Commercial Paper
Money Market Mutual Funds

UST
MBS
Corporates
Munis
Agency
ABS
MM

U.S. Treasury Securities
Mortgage-Backed Security
Corporate Bonds
Municipal Securities
Federal Agency Securities (FNMA, FHLMC, FAMC, FHLB, FCS, TVA, etc.)
Asset-Backed Securities (auto, credit card, home equity, manufacturing, student loans, etc.; CDOs)
Money Markets (CP, bankers acceptances, large time deposits)

FRN
T-Bill
T-Note
T-Bond
TIPS

Floating Rate Note
U.S. Treasury Bill
U.S. Treasury Note
U.S. Treasury Bond
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

CMO
CMBS
RMBS

Collateralized Mortgage Obligation
Commercial MBS
Residential MBS

HY
IG

High Yield Bond
Investment Grade Bond

GO
Revenue

General Obligation Bond
Revenue Bond
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Terms To Know
IPO
Bought Deal
Best Effort Deal
Follow-On Offering
Direct Listing

Private company raises capital buy offering its common stock to the public for the first time in the primary markets
underwriter purchases a company's entire IPO issue and resells it to the investing public; underwriter bears the entire risk of selling the stock issue
Underwriter does not necessarily purchase IPO shares and only guarantees the issuer it will make a best effort attempt to sell the shares to investors at the best price possible;
issuer can be stuck with unsold shares
(Follow-on public offering) Issuance of shares to investors by a public company already listed on an exchange
(Direct placement, direct public offering) Existing private company shareholders sell their shares directly to the public without underwriters. Often used by startups or smaller
companies as a lower cost alternative to a traditional IPO. Risks include, among others, no support/guarantee for the share sale and no stock price stabilization after the share listing.

Underwriting
Underwriter
Bookrunner

Guarantee payment in case of damage or financial loss and accept the financial risk for liability arising from such guarantee in a financial transaction or deal
Investment bank administering the public issuance of securities; determines the initial offering price of the security, buys them from the issuer and sells them to investors.
The main underwriter or lead manager in the deal, responsible for tracking interest in purchasing the IPO in order to help determine demand and price (can have a joint bookrunner)

Lead Left Bookrunner
Syndicate
Arranger

Investment bank chosen by the issuer to lead the deal (identified on the offering document cover as the upper left hand bank listed)
Investment banks underwriting and selling all or part of an IPO
The lead bank in the syndicate for a debt issuance deal

Pitch
Mandate
Engagement Letter
Letter of Intent
Underwriting Agreement
Registration Statement

Sales presentation by an investment bank to the issuer, marketing the firm’s services and products to win the mandate
The issuing company selects the investment banks to underwrite its offering
Agreement between the issuer and underwriters clarifying: terms, fees, responsibilities, expense reimbursement, confidentiality, indemnity, etc.
Investment banks’ commitment to the issuer to underwrite the IPO
Issued after the securities are priced, underwriters become contractually bound to purchase the issue from the issuer at a specific price
Split into the prospectus and private filings, or information for the SEC to review but not distributed to the public, it provides investors adequate information to perform their own due
diligence prior to investing
Public document issued to all investors listing: financial statements, management backgrounds, insider holdings, ongoing legal issues, IPO information and the ticker to be used once
listed
An initial prospectus with company details, but not inclusive of the effective date of offering price

The Prospectus
Red Herring Document
Roadshow
Non-Deal Roadshow
Pricing
Stabilization
Quiet Period
Reg S-K
Reg S-X
Form S-1
Form F-1
Form 10-Q
Form 10-K
Form 8-K
Greenshoe
Tombstone

Investment bankers take issuing companies to meet institutional investors to interest them in buying the security they are bringing to market.
Research analysts and sales personnel take public companies to meet institutional investors to interest them in buying a stock or update existing investors on the status of the
business and current trends.
Underwriters and the issuer will determine the offer price, the price the shares will be sold to the public and the number of shares to be sold, based on demand gauged during the road
show and market factors
Occurs for a short period of time after the IPO if order imbalances exist, i.e. the buy and sell orders do not match; underwriters will purchase shares at the offering price or below to
move the stock price and rectify the imbalance
(Cooling off period) The SEC mandates a quiet period on research recommendations, lasting 10 days (formerly 25 days) after the IPO
Regulation which prescribes reporting requirements for SEC filings for public companies
Regulation which lays out the specific form and content of financial reports, specifically the financial statements of public companies
Registration statement for U.S. companies (described above)
Registration statement for foreign issuers of certain securities, for which no other specialized form exists or is authorized
Quarterly report on the financial condition and state of the business (discussion of risks, legal proceedings, etc.), mandated by the SEC
More detailed annual version of the 10Q, mandated by the SEC
Current report to announce major events shareholders should know about (changes to business & operations, financial statements, etc.)
Allows underwriters to sell more shares than originally planned by the company and then buy them back at the original IPO price if the demand for the deal is higher than expected,
i.e. an over-allotment option
An announcement that securities are available for sale. (Also a plaque awarded to celebrate the completion of a transaction or deal)
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SIFMA Insights Primers
Go beyond the typical 101
The primer series from SIFMA Insights breaks down important technical and regulatory nuances. By fostering an
understanding of the marketplace, we set the scene to address complex issues arising in today’s markets.
www.sifma.org/primers
•

Global Capital Markets & Financial Institutions

•

Electronic Trading

•

US Capital Formation & Listings Exchanges

•

US Equity

•

US Multi-Listed Options

•

US ETF

•

US Fixed Income

•

SOFR: The Transition from LIBOR

•

The Evolution of the Fintech Narrative
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